4.6.1

Physics 6 Waves

Waves in air, fluids, solids

4.6.1.1.
Transverse and
longitudinal
waves

The ripples on a water surface are an example of a transverse wave.
Longitudinal waves show areas of compression and rarefaction. Sound waves travelling
through air are longitudinal. The wave and not the water or air itself that travels.
Transverse
longitudinal

4.6.1.2
properties of
waves

The amplitude of a wave is the maximum displacement of a point on a wave away
from its undisturbed position. The wavelength of a wave is the distance from a point
on one wave to the equivalent point on the adjacent wave. The frequency of a wave
is the number of waves passing a point each second.

Required practical: make observations to identify the suitability of apparatus to
measure the frequency, wavelength and speed of waves in a ripple tank and waves in
a solid (string) and take appropriate measurements.
4.6.1.3vreflection Waves can be reflected at the boundary between two different materials.
of waves (physics Waves can be absorbed or transmitted at the boundary between two different
only)
materials.
Required practical activity 9 (physics only):
investigate the reflection of light by different
types of surface and the refraction of light by
different substances

4.6.1.4 sound
waves (physics
HT only)
4.6.1.5 waves for
detection and
exploration
(physics only HT)

4.6.2

4.6.2.1 types of
electromagnetic
waves
4.6.2.2
properties of
electromagnetic
waves 1

Sound waves can travel through solids causing vibrations in the solid. Within the ear,
sound waves cause the ear drum and other parts to vibrate which causes the
sensation of sound. The conversion of sound waves to vibrations of solids works over
a limited frequency range. This restricts the limits of human hearing. The range of
normal human hearing is from 20 Hz to 20 kHz.

Electromagnetic waves

4.6.2.3
properties of
electromagnetic
waves 2
4.6.2.4 uses and
applications of
electromagnetic
waves
4.6.2.5 lenses
(physics only)
4.6.2.6 visible
light (physics
only)

4.6.3

4.6.3.1 emission
and absorption
of infrared
radiation
4.6.3.2 perfect
black bodies and
radiation

Black body radiation (physics only)

